Cervical cancer is the second-most common cancer type and the fourth leading cause of cancer-related death among women worldwide and the main cause in low- and middle-income countries.[@ref1],[@ref2] Cervical cancer incidence in Saudi Arabia among cancer incidence increased to 31.4% from 2004 to 2014, and its rank changed from the 11th to the 8th most common cause of cancer-related death in women within 10 years.[@ref3]

The incidence of cervical cancer in developing countries remains high.[@ref1] Approximately 85% of the global burden of cervical cancer occurs in the less-developed countries.[@ref4],[@ref5] In Saudi Arabia, approximately 150 cases are reported annually and 30% of these patients die from the disease every year.[@ref3] Many studies have reported factors associated with a high risk of cervical cancer: age at first sexual intercourse;[@ref6] smoking;[@ref7] multiple sexual partners;[@ref8] an immunocompromised state;[@ref8] use of oral contraceptives;[@ref9] multiparty;[@ref8],[@ref9] having given birth to 3 or more children; and use of non-barrier methods of birth control.[@ref6]-[@ref10] Other risk factors for cervical cancer include: a family history of cancer,[@ref1] diabetes,[@ref2],[@ref11] hypertension,[@ref2] and obesity.[@ref12] The study by Arbyn et al[@ref1] indicated that routine and early screening decrease the mortality rate by up to 80%. Another study reported that early detection of invasive cancer cells can increase the survival rate to 92%.[@ref8] The papanicolaou (pap) smear test is the main screening procedure used in our center to detect precancerous changes at an early stage. The pap test is recommended for women between the ages of 21 and 65 years, with a frequency of every 3 to 5 years.[@ref9] A large systematic review that included 7 studies of 43,993 women from developing countries found that the pooled sensitivity of the pap test was 59% (95% confidence intervals \[CI\], 56-62%), while specificity was 94% (95% CI, 94-94%).[@ref10] A study in the United States reported a sensitivity of 78.1% (95% CI, 72.1-83.3%) and a specificity of 69.5% (95% CI, 65.5-73.3%).[@ref13] These studies show that the diagnostic accuracy of the pap test is inadequate for making informed clinical decisions. For instance, necrotic debris and inflammation may limit the accuracy of the pap smear test.[@ref13]

In Saudi Arabia, the practice is to use the pap smear as a routine after delivery or if abnormal discharges occurs.[@ref14] The inadequate performance of the pap test[@ref15] focused our attention on developing a risk assessment tool that could incorporate various information on demographics, symptoms, and clinical and laboratory findings. This combined information may have the potential to significantly improve the screening process by accurately differentiating between patients with malignant and benign cervical tissues. The current study was designed to explore a combination of factors that may improve the screening accuracy of cervical cancer in Saudi Arabia.

Methods {#sec1-2}
=======

A retrospective cohort study was conducted at the King Abdulaziz Medical City Hospital , Riyadh, Saudi Arabia between February 2017 and December 2017. The study included symptomatic Saudi Arabian women who were suspected to have cervical cancer and referred for biopsy examination during the study period. The study excluded Saudi Arabian women with unavailable biopsy results due to incomplete medical records.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Ministry of National Guard - Health Affairs, approval \#IRBC/177/17. Due to the nature of the study design, informed and publication consent were not required as per the ethical committee at the Ministry of National Guard - Health Affairs. In order to protect the privacy and confidentiality of patients the studied data were anonymized.

A structured data collection form was used to collect relevant data on women. The following demographic information was collected when available: age, height (m) and weight (kg). We extracted the following data on comorbidities and risk factors: chronic diseases (yes or no; diabetes, hypertension, depression, asthma), use of contraceptives (yes or no), and family history of cancer (yes or no).

We retrieved data on cervical cancer symptoms (yes or no): vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge, post-coital bleeding, pelvic pain, unexplained weight loss, and fatigue. We retrieved data on the results of the pap smear test as normal or abnormal findings. Abnormal pap smear test includes cervical intraepithelial lesion, low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion, high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion, atypical glandular cells, and atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance.[@ref4]

Statistical analysis {#sec2-1}
--------------------

The data analysis was performed using Stata 12 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). The overall summary of the sample population is presented in **[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**. Bivariate analyses (Chi-square, independent samples t-test, and the simple binary logistic model) were applied to identify individual factors associated with a high risk of malignant cervical tissue (**[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). The predictive accuracy of the pap smear test in discriminating malignant from benign cervical tissues was summarized by the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, and specificity. The stepwise binary logistic model was applied to identify multiple factors that were associated with a high risk of malignant cervical tissue (**[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). The adjusted risk was presented in adjusted odds ratios (aOR) and CI. The discriminatory power of the final model was summarized by AUC and 95% CI. The goodness-of-fit was evaluated for the final model using the Hosmer--Lemeshow test. Internal validation was performed in 200 samples with replacement using a bootstrapping approach and reported as optimism-corrected AUC.[@ref16] We used DeLong et al[@ref17] algorithm to assess the performance of the risk prediction model compared with individual factors. Index algorithm was applied to define optimal cutoff probability.[@ref18]-[@ref20]
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Individual factors associated with high risk malignant cervical tissue (N=300).
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Multiple factors associated with high risk of malignant cervical tissue (n=300)
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Results {#sec1-3}
=======

Data from 300 women with suspected cervical cancer were analyzed (mean age 51.7 ± 12.8 years). Of these women, 15.4% had a family history of cancer. The most common symptom was vaginal bleeding (51.4%), followed by vaginal discharge (28.5%), and post-coital bleeding (13.9%). The details can be found in **[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**. In the subgroup analysis, 8 factors were associated with a high risk of malignant cervical tissue: age, family history of cancer, vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge, weight loss, diabetes, hypertension, and an abnormal pap smear test (*p*≤0.05). The pap smear test had an accuracy of 73.3%, a sensitivity of 57.1%, and a specificity of 89.5%.

The stepwise multivariate binary logistic analysis showed 4 factors that independently associated with a high risk of malignant cervical tissue: family history of cancer (aOR, 4.216; 95% CI, 1.433-12.400), vaginal bleeding (aOR, 3.959; 95% CI, 1.272-12.318), hypertension (aOR, 4.554; 95% CI, 1.606-12.912), and an abnormal pap smear test (aOR, 13.985; 95% CI, 5.108-38.284).

This model showed powerful discrimination of malignant cervical tissue from benign cervical tissue (AUC=87.5%, 95% CI: 80.9-94.0%) with acceptable goodness-of-fit (*p*=0.6915). The model was found to be internally valid in 200 bootstrapping samples with an optimism-corrected AUC of 83.9%. This model showed significantly better predictive accuracy than individual factors alone (c2 (4) = 143.04, *p*=0.001)(**[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). At an optimal cutoff probability of 0.18, the model yielded a sensitivity of 65.4% and specificity of 91.3%.
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Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

Cervical cancer is a life-threatening disease for women worldwide,[@ref21] particularly in Saudi Arabia.[@ref1] This study has established a risk prediction model to identify women at high risk of cervical cancer among symptomatic women in Saudi Arabia. Subsequently, the study evaluated the utility of the proposed model as a potential screening tool for cervical cancer and compared its accuracy with each of the independent risk factors, separately. In particular, the model was compared with the pap test because this is the main screening tool for cervical cancer in our center. The study showed that using a combination of multiple predictive factors including the pap test (with an accuracy of 87.5%) outperforms the pap test alone (with an accuracy of 73.3%) and therefore improves the effectiveness of classification.

The utility of the model depends on 4 predictive factors: a family history of cancer, vaginal bleeding, hypertension, and an abnormal pap test. A family history of cancer was associated with a 4-fold higher risk of cervical cancer. None of the previous reports on cervical cancer in Saudi Arabia have investigated the link between family history and the risk of cervical cancer. However, a study in the USA recognized that a family history of cervical cancer increased the risk of cervical cancer.[@ref4] The impact of family history on the risk of cervical cancer should be further explored in previously unstudied populations as a systematic review of 5 studies reported no correlation between family history and risk of cervical cancer.[@ref1]

Certain chronic conditions such as diabetes, hypertension, and obesity have been shown in the literature to increase the risk of cancer in general and cervical cancer in particular.[@ref2] While 2 studies by Lacey et al[@ref22] and Nappi et al[@ref23] demonstrated a significant association of obesity with cervical cancer, our study did not find a significant relationship between these conditions. On the other hand, diabetes and hypertension were correlated in our study with a high risk of cervical cancer. This result is consistent with a study by Oberaigner et al[@ref24] who concluded that patients with diabetes and hypertension have an increased risk for all types of cancer.

While most of our sample were investigated for cervical cancer, 3 symptoms which are vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharges, and unexplained weight loss proved to have a significant association with the occurrence of the disease. Vaginal bleeding was the main symptom, and increased the risk of carrying the disease by up to 3 times. These symptoms have previously been proven in the literature and described in reference books.[@ref25]

Finally, this study reported a moderate accuracy for the pap smear test of 73.3%, a sensitivity of 57.1%, and a specificity of 89.5%. This result is consistent with a systematic review and meta-analysis including women from developing countries,[@ref10] which found a pooled sensitivity for the Pap test of 59%, while specificity was 94%. The pooled diagnostic odds ratio was 22.49.

On the basis of this study and previous studies, we found that it is beneficial to develop a risk prediction model that includes all significant risk factors in order to help clinicians identify high risk patients for further investigations. In Saudi Arabia as well as most of the developed countries, the pap smear test remain the first and easiest tool for cervical cancer screening.[@ref14] In this study, we quantified the risk of cervical cancer in symptomatic Saudi Arabian women. According to our assessment tool, if symptomatic women at high risk for cervical cancer, clinician may request examination of cervix.

Study limitations {#sec2-2}
-----------------

The limitations of this study were due to its retrospective nature and also the small number of cases. Findings were based on data from only one center, and correlation does not necessarily mean causation. In addition, certain factors were not included in this study such as infection with human papilloma virus,[@ref26] smoking status, and lifestyle as they may improve the predictive value of the risk assessment tool in screening for cervical cancer.

The pap smear test alone is inadequate to assess high risk for cervical cancer in our center. Early detection of cervical cancer may require consideration of a combination of factors including the pap test. This study has shown that using a combination of abnormal family history, vaginal bleeding, hypertension, and the pap smear test improved the effectiveness of cervical cancer screening. The proposed model had substantial predictive power and should be validated using external data.
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